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Pursued.
Introduction
Pursued is a brand new TV show which features the hunt for a retired SAS solider James
Johnson who has started leaking information from the British Intelligence to terrorists or
people who pose a risk to the security of the United Kingdom. This action packed TV show
follows the detective secret agent life of Agent David Thunderstorm who is tasked with
hunting down James Johnson. However, this is not as easy as it seems because Mr Johnson
has an extremely good set of skills and can easily just disappear off the grid.

The Extract
The extract shown shows British SAS soldier James Johnson running from undercover secret
agent David Thunderstorm. It appears that after a short period of time James Johnson has
been hit by a car tasked to kill him, but is this what really has happened or has he just gone
off the grid again?

Channel and times
I think that this programme should be on a channel like Sky 1 or maybe even a BBC channel
however I think it would need to be on later at night. I think a Saturday night at 10:00PM
would probably be about right and it would run for an hour long. I believe it should be on
either Sky 1 or a BBC channel as either of them seem like they could grasp a different target
audience for the TV show and it is geared towards a more open target audience with bits of
drama and action merged together. Its time is geared after the watershed as it would
probably contain strong violence in it. Each episode would be an hour long and depending
on the channel would or would not include advert slots.

The Set
It would be frequently changing locations due to the nature of the TV show. We may feature
a lot of the show in a studio which is set up to look like the MI6 headquarters is London. A
lot of it would be in different locations where the main character was hiding maybe in a
sewer or in forests. It would also have the main character hiding in woodlands and making
fires to stay at night.

Storyline
The story will be told in a way at the start that makes it seem like James Johnson is the hero
in the story and soon quickly change sides.
It’s first episode will feature the normal life of James Johnson before he turns rouge and
starts selling information to foreign sources. It will also feature the MI6 members including
David Thunderstorm start planning their case against him and starting their surveillance
operations.
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The second episode will include the extract we have created as David Thunderstorm gets
close to catching James Johnson although there is then no body on the ground after, he gets
hit by the car. It will then be all about retracing him and finding out how exactly he managed
to disappear.
This will proceed to happen until in a surprising series-finale David Thunderstorm gets
murdered by James Johnson but before he is shot he then talks about corruption within the
British Intelligence.
It would be left open to future series.

Adverts
The show would feature some unique adverts and would be heavily advertised.
http://www.dannyfranklin.co.uk/media/ (in the projects area) you can find the trailer. I feel
that advertising is important as it is a successful way to promote anything, we would be able
to promote Pursued on a large scale to a large amount of people and hopefully attract high
viewing figures.
The last scene of the advert is a Union Jack flag with the title pursued. This is to suggest that
the TV series a British one and that I will mainly feature England in it. A lot of people are
looking for an “original British drama” as the BBC put it.
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